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The MASP project
MASP - Master Parenting in work and life - is an EU 
funded project that has 3 objectives:

• encourage higher participation of women in labor
market;

• reconcile work and private life of working parents;
• support more equal share of care responsibilities

between working women and men.

Throughout the project, the partnership coordinated 
by the Municipality of Milan will develop and test an 
innovative work-life balance strategy focusing on a 
different culture of parenthood and different ways 
to address the needs generated from it. In order to 
foster this “work-life synergy” perspective, the project 
activities will include:

research and analysis of best practices of work-life 
balance strategies;
• sharing of best practices through workshops and

study visits;
• testing of best practices - Development of two digital

platforms, one for pregnant women / unemployed
mother and one for new parents

• analysis and evaluation according to the method of
Family Audit

• dissemination and communication activities;
• social impact and policy evaluation.

The project will run from February 2019 to April 2021.



Registration is same for everyone

Once registered, mothers and fathers have access to different courses 
and one common community.

3 important points

The registration to the program is voluntary; once registered, 
your membership is active for 6 months.

An email address is always available to provide support 
and handle all queries relating to each phase, starting from 
registration. The network is cured and managed by dedicated 
community manager belonging to the course team.

The online experience guarantees the participants’ total 
anonymity. The statistical data in the anonymous and 
aggregate form is collected by the Life Based Value research 
team and made available to the MASP partnership.



Registration is same for everyone

3 important points

The course

Thoughout the course you will find the topic modules, which you may 
continue to consult for 6 months, subdived into:

• Introduction
• Scientific fundamentals of the method
• Training grounds for your skills
• Conculusion - back to work

Contents
In the training sessions you will find scientific information, questions 
and in-depth studies fitting the participants’ different levels of interest 
and fruition.

You will see more often multimedia content: educational or ispirational 
videos.



Self-assessment questionnaires

Rapid questionaries to find what extent you feel you possess a certain 
skill and subsequently to assess how much your parenting experience is 
improving it.

Contents and insights

Additional research and texts available to find out more about the 
science behind the MAAM® method.



Self-assessment questionnaires

Contents and insights

Real-life Missions
You can train your skills though practical exercises to put into practice 
in everyday life. 

Using the navigation bar, you will access your MISSIONS dashboard, 
where you’ll find completed Real-life Missions and those yet to be 
completed.

Community
Here you will find colleagues with whom to share the various phases of 
the experience: online and elsewhere.
The network of the parenting master is always accessible to alumni, who 
may also become the mentors for other participants and ambassadors 
of the programme.



Your profile
A place to return and review the experience in progress, save it and 
share it at the end of the journey.

Space for free and personal thoughts, notes, reflections, to be reread 
also in the coming years.

Your diary
Maybe one day you will want to reread, find and maybe share your 
thoughts and discoveries with those you love.
You can save your path, in a document to download and print, through 
the Personal Diary: you will find all the reflections you wrote on the path 
during your experience.



Your profile

Your diary

Your master’s at work
Like any masters’ programme worthy of the name, the parenting master 
also has a final «project work»: in the last months of the online course, you 
will be asked to annotate some episodes in which you have successfully 
applied trasilience.

Your diploma
After completing the scientific bases, at least two skills and conclusions, 
you can obtain the MAAM® diploma, but above all you will have the 
certainty of having conquered a method that makes life a precious 
natural gym, which you will never lose again.



HAVE A GREAT MASTER!

For further questions contact us at: 
masp.support@maam.life

www.maam.life
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